
U.S. intelligence community, request that you launch an im-
mediate, bipartisan congressional investigation into who
leaked the name of Valerie Plame, wife of former U.S. Am-
bassador Joseph Wilson IV, to syndicated columnist Robert
Novak and other members of the media that exposed her status SchwarzeneggerHangover
as an undercover CIA officer. The disclosure of Ms. Plame’s
name was an unprecedented and shameful event in American SickensCaliforniaDems
history and, in our professional judgment, has damaged U.S.
national security, specifically the effectiveness of U.S. intelli- by Harley Schlanger
gence gathering using human sources. Any breach of the code
of confidentiality and cover weakens the overall fabric of

During the campaign to recall Gov. Gray Davis (D), whichintelligence, and directly or indirectly jeopardizes the work
and safety of intelligence workers and their sources. culminated in the election of Republican Arnold Schwarze-

negger as Governor of California, Democratic PresidentialWhile we are pleased that the U.S. Department of Justice
is conducting an investigation, and that the U.S. Attorney candidate Lyndon LaRouche warned at a Burbank town meet-

ing on Sept. 11, 2003 that the election of SchwarzeneggerGeneral has recused himself, we believe that the Congress
must send an unambiguous message that the intelligence would have devastating consequences for the state. LaRouche

characterized Arnie as a “Hollywood geek act,” whose ap-officers tasked with collecting or analyzing intelligence must
never be turned into political punching bags. We believe it pointed role would be to beat down resistance to a fascist-

style austerity regime in California—which would result inis important that Congress speak with one non-partisan voice
on this issue. Moreover, the investigation must focus on many premature deaths among the poor, elderly, and disabled.

He called on Democrats to mobilize to defeat the hand-pickedmore than simply identifying who leaked the information.
We believe it is important that Congress help the American Beast-Man of Wall Street.

Instead, the Democratic Party caved in, under the willfulpeople understand how this happened, and take a clear stand
that such behavior will not be tolerated under any Adminis- misdirection of the Democratic National Committee (DNC),

which acted to undermine efforts to rally support for Governortration, Republican or Democrat. A thorough and successful
Congressional investigation of this crime is necessary to Davis. With the exception of the extraordinary mobilization

against Recall waged by the LaRouche Youth Movementsend a clear signal that the elected representatives of this
government will not accept nor ignore the political exploita- (LYM), in collaboration with a small group of Democratic

activists, Schwarzenegger was given a free ride.tion of the men and women in our intelligence community.
A professional, thorough investigation will also help boost Since his election, the new Governor has put forward a

series of fiscal and budgetary proposals which confirmthe weakened morale of our intelligence personnel and renew
their confidence and trust in the elected leadership of the LaRouche’s warnings. Either accept the cuts I am proposing,

he has repeatedly told both legislators and voters, or there willcountry.
Our friends and colleagues have difficult jobs gathering be much more draconian cuts to come. With the state’s plunge

toward bankruptcy continuing unabated, his first measure, tothe intelligence, which helps, for example, to prevent terrorist
attacks against Americans at home and abroad. They some- repeal the higher car license fee passed by the legislature,

added $4 billion to the deficit. His second action was to bullytimes face great personal risk and must spend long hours away
from family and friends. They serve because they love this the legislature to place a $15 billion bond measure on the

March 2 ballot, threatening that failure to do so would ensurecountry and are committed to defending the principles of lib-
erty and freedom. They do not expect public acknowledge- that the state would run out of cash before the end of the fiscal

year in June 2004.ment for their work, but they do expect and deserve their
government’s protection. Next, to “balance” the budget for the upcoming year,

which begins in June 2004, Schwarzenegger proposed overFor the good of our country, we ask you to please stand up
for every man and woman who works for the U.S. intelligence $4.6 billion in cuts, largely from health and social services,

in a state where more than 6 million people already lack healthcommunity, by immediately launching a Congressional in-
vestigation. insurance, and which has seen a dangerous level of hospital

closings and triaging of community health centers. Doctors atSincerely Yours,
Larry C. Johnson, former Analyst; James USC/County Hospital in Los Angeles, the largest remaining

public hospital in the county, have already submitted affida-Marcinkowski, former Case Officer; Michael Grimaldi,
former Analyst; Brent Cavan, former Analyst; Dr. Marc vits which document unnecessary deaths due to overcrowded

emergency rooms, even before this latest round of cuts.Sageman MD; Ph.D., former Case Officer; James A. Smith,
former Case Officer; John McCavitt, former Case Officer; The Governor has demanded additional cuts in education,

trashing his campaign promise that it would be cut “over myRay McGovern, former Analyst; Ray Close, former Ana-
lyst; William Wagner, former Case Officer. dead body.” His 2004-05 budget includes $2 billion in cuts
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A meeting of two synarchist
“beast-men” who threaten the
United States republic with
fascism: Vice President Cheney
(left), whose energy-pirate allies
looted California through the
energy deregulation swindle; and
Arnie Schwarzenegger, whom they
then rammed into the California
governor’s office for another
round of vicious looting.

in K-12 education funding; over $700 million from higher ence at a Fresno ceramics plant, “we will have to make drastic
cuts, deep cuts. I call them Armageddon cuts. Cuts in serviceseducation; and massive tuition and fee increases in the state

college and university systems. He intends to grab $1.3 billion that we don’t want to make, that would be devastating.” Hy-
perbolic? This is standard for Schwarzenegger, whose elec-in property tax revenue from cities and counties, to be chan-

neled into the state’s coffers, producing damaging hits to al- tion was pushed through by “neo-conservatives” linked to
Vice President Cheney, synarchist bankers guided by Georgeready over-stretched municipal police and fire departments.

Even after these cuts, there is a projected deficit of more Shultz, and swindlers tied to former Gov. Pete Wilson, the
man who opened the door to deregulation, Enron, and thethan $6 billion in 2004-05, on top of the projected $14 billion

this year—and these figures assume a “robust recovery” aris- energy pirates.
Since his election, Schwarzenegger has used a steadying from Arnie’s bloody budget cuts! That Dracula script

is more fantasy-ridden than any underlying his successful stream of violent images to force legislators to knuckle under,
and accept imposing killer austerity on state government. InHollywood fantasy flicks.
a previous series of public meetings, he threatened there
would be “severe casualties” among legislators if they re-Beast-Man Warns of Armageddon

Why no fight from more sensible circles in California? sisted his efforts. In his State of the State address, he said he
did not intend to merely “move boxes around” in a reorganiza-Has everyone bought into the neo-con ideology of less gov-

ernment? Does no one in the state remember that the budget tion of the state’s administrative structure, but “to blow
them up.”crisis is a product of the implementation of electricity deregu-

lation, which was sold on the lie that it would reduce electric- The rhetoric appeals to frightened but enraged suburban-
ites who are losing ground—not due to government spendingity costs? Has everyone forgotten that the prosperity of the

once-Golden State was built through an alliance between gov- and regulation, but due to the reversal of the national economy
from one based on production, to a consumer-driven post-ernment and productive industries, with a special emphasis

on government spending on infrastructure, an approach industrial society. The popular base of Schwarzenegger is
drawn largely from such debt-ridden rageballs lacking anychampioned by President Franklin Roosevelt and continued

by governors such as Pat Brown? Or have potential opponents sense of economics or history, who want to see someone pay
the price for their insecurity and fears. It is a classic examplebeen cowed by Arnie’s “aura of power,” and reduced to impo-

tence by his repeated threats? of the social base which can be mobilized to back a strong
man, or a Beast-Man, who promises to make the weakestThe Beast-Man quality nailed by LaRouche was in full

display in Schwarzenegger’s first outing the week of Jan. 19, section of the population—the poor, the elderly, minorities—
suffer for being “overly demanding.” This is the social basepromoting Proposition 57, the $15 billion bond referendum.

If voters don’t approve it, he bellowed at a hand-picked audi- which cheered lustily when Arnie, during his campaign, told
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them he would “terminate” Governor Davis, and foamed at
the mouth when right-wing radio jocks promised “bodies fly-
ing out of windows in Sacramento,” the state capital.

The violent rhetoric pleased Pete Wilson, who served as Would Today’s Edison and
co-chair of his campaign, and whose former staffers are the
top aides to Schwarzenegger. Wilson enthused that, finally, EinsteinBe onRitalin?
there is someone with the “stomach” required to destroy the
social safety net for the bankers. by Donald Phau

Dems’ Denial on Economy Feeds Fears
Many leading Democrats have capitulated to the environ- Today, millions of children under 18 years of age are being

prescribed the behavior-controlling drugs Prozac and Ritalin.ment of terror created by Schwarzenegger, which is hyped by
star-struck media as proof that he is a “real leader.” The annual But an announcement in December 2003 by the British equiv-

alent of the U.S. Federal Drug Administration (FDA) calledstate Democratic convention, held on Jan. 17-18 in San Jose,
was poorly attended. While there were some weak jabs at for a partial ban on this mass drugging of youths. Britain’s

Committee of Safety on Medicines (CSM) banned the usageSchwarzenegger, the deliberations as a whole were shaped
by Democrats’ fears of Arnie and his fascist base. They are of the anti-depressants called selective serotonin reuptake in-

hibitors (SSRIs) for children under 18. The SSRIs are thesuffering from what LaRouche called the “Schwarzenegger
Hangover Effect,” the sense of impotence stemming from the leading medicines used to treat depression. The report was

sent to every psychiatrist, pediatrician, mental health estab-Recall, and the fear that the screaming lunatics of the far right
represent a new majority in the state. This effect is reinforced lishment, and pharmacy in Great Britain.

On Dec 10, the British Guardian newspaper reported:by the Democrats’ strong denial that the financial crisis batter-
ing the state is part of a systemic global financial meltdown, “Modern anti-depressant drugs which have made billions for

the pharmaceutical industry will be banned from use in chil-not merely a “cyclical” problem.
The political vacuum created by this effect is most obvi- dren today because of evidence, suppressed for years, that

they can cause young patients to become suicidal. The Medi-ous in the dilemma, among party activists, over whether to
back the $15 billion bond referendum. If we don’t support cines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)

told doctors last night not to prescribe all but one of the anti-the expanded borrowing, some party leaders argued at the
convention, Schwarzenegger will use emergency powers to depressants known as the selective serotonin re-uptake inhibi-

tors (SSRIs). The exception is Prozac, which is licensed fordestroy the already-inadequate safety net. (He has already
used emergency powers to make cuts, asserting such powers use in depressed children in the US. But the MHRA warns,

at best, it helps only one child in 10. The decision has bigeven more rapidly than Hitler did on assuming power!) Other
Democrats countered that they should oppose the referendum, implications for drug regulation.”
citing polls going against it, and saying that the chaos which
will result from lack of funds will turn people against Ban on Ritalin Possible?

It was not explained why Prozac was the only SSRI ex-Schwarzenegger.
LaRouche noted that the only way out of this trap is to empted by the British ban. Could Prozac’s manufacturer, the

pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly, have pulled some strings toattack the underlying problem, the collapse of America’s
physical economy. The real issue is leadership. With the have it exempted? The CSM report states that for five out of

seven SSRIs evaluated, the “risk/benefit balance is unfavour-cringing lack of it coming from party officials, it was left to
the LaRouche Youth Movement (LYM) to fill this vacuum in able”; but for Prozac, “risk/benefit balance is not assessable”;

meaning that it had no evaluation of the drug as of now.San Jose. They intervened with a spirited deployment which
challenged party activists to get a spine. The 1,000 delegates The SSRIs and Ritalin have been linked to suicides and

youth violence for many years. In 1998, 18-year-old Ericattending saw the LYM everywhere, as more than 100
LaRouche activists engaged the dispirited delegates in So- Harris and 17-year-old Dylan Kleibold killed 13 people at

Columbine High School in Colorado. Harris, who had beencratic dialogues and uplifted them with Classical music. At
first startled to hear beautiful polyphony in the convention taking the SSRI Luvox, then committed suicide. The same

year in Springfield, Oregon, 14-year-old Kip Kinkel killedcenter, many delegates were moved, even some who “did their
duty” by removing the activists from some party caucuses! two students and wounded 25 others at Thurston High School.

Kinkel had been taking Prozac and Ritalin.The only alternative to complete chaos soon in California,
is to get out from under the “Schwarzenegger hangover,” and Will a ban on Ritalin now be next? In the United States, a

series of books has been published exposing the dangers ofjoin LaRouche in an impassioned fight to protect the General
Welfare from the gang of synarchists who are deploying Arnie Ritalin. Ritalin, the brand name for menthyphenidate, is cate-

gorized by the Drug Enforcement Administration, as a drugas their fascist Beast-Man.
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